
amed a Professional of the Year in Construction in 2015, 
Ameer A. Ispahani demonstrates top services as the 
president of Aerial Tech Plus, Inc. Based in Brampton, 

Ontario, he offers an exceptional customer experience for his 
clients, who seek his expertise for services on hydraulic equipment, 
particularly for construction rentals. He also offers aerial work 
platform repairs, maintenance and certification, telescopic 
boom repairs, and scissor lift repairs. With more than 33 years 
of experience in the field, Mr. Ispahani reflects on his humble 
beginnings as the start of a tremendous journey to becoming 
a business owner. “I was a mechanic, but I wanted to have my 
own shop someday. I went to school for hydraulics and knew 
that it was the industry that I wanted to build my career in,” he 
says. Aerial Tech Plus was established 12 years ago and came to 
prominence because of Mr. Ispahani’s evident passion and his 
quickly growing credibility for quality work in the industry.

A true business owner, Mr. Ispahani can be found completing 
any number of tasks on a daily basis. At the helm of a team of 
six employees, he is responsible for coordinating schedules and 
appointments, but he also rolls up his sleeves and leads each 
project. He runs every aspect of the business on his own, including 
all marketing, budgeting and business planning. For Mr. Ispahani, 
quality and customer service reign above all else. “Without a 
focus on these two principles, my business — or any business — 
wouldn’t be able to thrive,” he says. In preparation for his career, 
Mr. Ispahani earned a diploma in electromagnetics from Dawson 
College in 1978. He attributes his success to his hard work, but also 
to his willingness to stay abreast of new industry resources and 
ways to market his business in the region.

Aside from his professional work, Mr. Ispahani is recognized 
for his involvement in his local community. He champions a 
number of worthy causes in his spare time, including the Sick 
Kids Hospital in Toronto. Through this organization, he sponsors 
initiatives that involve children so that they too can grow up 
to chase their dreams the way that he did. As he looks to 
the future, Mr. Ispahani intends to achieve his next dream: 
expanding the company.

Learn More about 
Aerial Tech Plus:

www.aerialtechplus.com

Areas of Expertise:

Mr. Ispahani’s key areas 
of competency include 

repairing, servicing
and maintaining

heavy equipment in the 
construction industry.

Education:

Diploma in 
Electromagnetics,

Dawson College (1978)

In his free time:

When he is not working, 
Mr. Ispahani enjoys 

traveling and going fishing 
with his grandchildren.
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